We seek a maverick CEO for Katapult X
- Join us in building a Better World with Katapult Group &
Katapult Foundation
The time for creating profound and long-lasting positive change for people and the planet is
now. The world's environment was in trouble. Then came the Covid-19 pandemic as a global
health threat followed by enormous consequences for the political, financial, and social
situation worldwide; on top of that, the "splinternet" and digital platforms are on a path to
become highly manipulative weapons stoking societal division and disinformation.
It is safe to say that there has never been a more pressing time for the humankind to start
rethinking our established social constructions, financial systems, and environmental impact.
On the positive side, by using technology for good and impact investing, with awareness and
respect for people and the planet, there has also never been a more significant moment of
opportunity to build long-lasting, sustainable, and impactful solutions for the world.

A maverick CEO
In pursuing our vision of creating a better world where all people can thrive, we expand on
and go beyond our in-person event, Katapult Future Fest, and our online event Katapult
Cloud. To build the next level of impact community and positive influencer machinery, we
seek a maverick CEO who deeply cares about people and the planet; a humble guide that
puts ego aside, and dares to lead with compassion and strength.
As CEO of the next version of Katapult Future Fest, you are a visionary with an exceptional
combination of strategic smartness and proven operational skills to lead a tech-driven
enterprise and creative entrepreneurial community. You know how to build interest, get
attention, inspire, and support and collaborate with a global community of changemakers.
You will get a unique opportunity to make the next platform for mobilizing, energizing, and
connecting those people, initiatives, capital and enterprises that build a thriving world for all.
With Katapult X, we intend to shape and serve new platforms and communities' efforts
through meaningful dialogue and lasting impact, and for this, we want you.

Katapult Future Fest and Katapult Cloud
Katapult Future Fest is a global annual event held in Oslo in May. Our first landmark was to
drive conversations and set agendas of impact investing and technology as tools toward a
positive future. Three years in a row, we have hosted a broad and diverse range of keynote
speakers, investors, startup companies, and changemakers. In the core of Katapult Future
Fest, we hold our integrity and independence high and seek beyond being 'yetanother-conference´. Due to Covid-19 this year, we pivoted, so in May, we successfully
launched the first Katapult Cloud, taking the conversations and community of KFF into a
virtual setting. Joining a collaborative 12-hour experience was 700 investors, entrepreneurs,
and changemakers from 76 countries.
Katapult Future Fest X will be a part of the recently launched Katapult Foundation,
established to continue the non-profit field building and capacity building activities alongside
the Katapult Group.

What you get
●

Be part of an engaging and professional network of highly qualified mission-driven
people who want to make a difference in the world.

●

A unique opportunity to work with a trailblazer set of world-leading and
impact-focused tech companies, impact investors, and changemakers both inside
and outside the Katapult system.

●

The chance to build and grow a content community and influencer machinery for
impact.

●

The ability to advance your life's purpose and contribute to a better world, and collect
great stories to tell your grandchildren enjoyment.

What we look for
●

A true leader with a passion for creating meaningful and lasting change.

●

Experienced talent seeking new steps and adventures in an already solid career,

●

A thought leader with exact values, knowledge and a passion for impact investing,
exponential tech, and entrepreneurship.

●

A great collaborator that can build a sustainable business, attracting aligned partners
and funders.

●

An experience convener and communicator who understands and respects
collaborations and community building

●

A person with a proven track record, or coming likelihood, of building an organization
with global reach ready for the next adventure.

●

A person who finds just as much inspiration in using new technologies as in helping
to create meaningful personal and professional connections.

For questions and additional information:
Katapult Foundation CEO, Alison Fort:
Alison@katapult.group
Application deadline
November 30th.
Please send your application, CV, and information to:
info@katapultfoundation.org
Location:
Flexible but needs to travel internationally and is expected to spend time in Oslo/ Norway.
Salary: Competitive market-level salary.

